and we are in the situation already dealt with at the beginning of the proof.
Although our main concern is over the field of 2-adic numbers we now prove, for the sake of completeness, the following 3. Main result. We now assume that F is a 4-dimensional vector space over the field of 2-adic numbers. Furthermore we assume that V possesses an orthogonal geometry that is anisotropic and note for future use that V is unique up to isometry. (For a proof, see [3, Satz 7.3].)
Lemma. -IvE^iV).
Proof. We may set V=(Ai)l-(Ai)MAz)UAi) with A2 = l for i= 1, 2, 3, 4. Then -Iv = ta1taítAítaí and hence is in fl(F) by Proposition 2.
Theorem 2. 0'(F) = ß(F).
Proof. It suffices to show that 0'iV)QtiiV). Thus let aEO'iV).
By Proposition 2 we may assume o = taJaJaJa, with the A2 in different classes of k* modulo k*2. We may take 1, 3, 5, 7, 2, 6, 10, 14
as representatives of k* modulo k*2 and note that there are exactly 14 possibilities a i for a defined by the set {AX, A\, A\, A\\. We list these and also note whether or not the corresponding V,i of Proposition 1 is anisotropic by an asterisk. By Proposition 1, the lemma and the fact, already noted, that all 4-dimensional anisotropic spaces are isometric we see that <r3, <Tt, fft, an, oi3 and an E $l(V). To complete the proof first note that o=r mod î2(F)<=>ot£OE(F). Now aiaz=Ou mod Ü(V). But a3 and o« are in 0(F). Hence, aiE&(V). Similar computations show that the remaining at lie in Í2(F) and the theorem is proved.
